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)R. CASTROIS offer to exchange
■ the 1,200 members of the
Eerican-financed invasion force
iptured during the April 17 aborn e invasion of Cuba, for 500 trac
ers, has certainly aroused passions
the United States. For some ap|rove of Kennedy’s call to the
aerican people to support the
Doctors for Freedom Committee
Ihich is appealing for the SI,500,000
jfbout £550,000) needed, while
hers denounce it as Tractors for
backxnail. The New York Times
Epports the President and the ComKittee on humanitarian grounds.
lis is probably the only practical
ne of action open at the moment,
|<istasteful as it is” . We are told,
(owever that Castro was acting “in
well-defined if hardly creditable,
radition when he made his proosals”, that is, in his “callous disSnegard of human life tending to
■treat it as an expendible commodity
fuseful as a policy instrument as it
Imay be needed” which is a characI teristic of “totalitarian dictators of
rth e left or the right”.
This often repeated illusion that
in the democracies human life' is
something sacred may well be be
lieved—if you repeat any lie long
enough people will eventually be
lieve it—but it just is not true. The
fact that every government believes
in the sanctity of the law and sur
rounds itself with means to enforce
it as well as punish those who dare
to disregard it, clearly shows that in
maintaining the machinery of society
they are quite prepared to disregard
the individual. Yes, “disregard the
individual” because as everyone well
knows, the severity of the punish
ment meted out to law breakers is
very often intended primarily as a
deterrent to others. In America,
cases that come to mind are Sacco Vanzetti (who were sent to the
electric chair not for murder but
because they were “anarchist bas
tards” and as a warning to other
similar “bastards”) and the Rosenbergs who were also done to death
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not as a punishment for the crime
they had committed but to warn
other spies what they might expect.
In Britain we have the recent spy
trials in which one individual was
actually sentenced to 42 years’ im
prisonment. Surely such a sentence
shows a “callous disregard of human
life” by any standards? The trad
itional persecution of war resisters
in France, for instance, is neither in
tended to make them “see reason”
nor to punish them, since clearly
these men will not give in, but to
deter other would-be objectors. And
so on.
Furthermore in time of war de
mocracies and dictatorships equally
treat human lives as “expendible
commodities” in pursuing their poli
cies. Remember the RooseveltChurchill-Stalin meeting where the
impending German surrender was
being discussed, and the gentle
Continued on page 3

ACCORDING to the Financial
editor of the Guardian, “in the
past few weeks more progress has
been made in ‘taking Britain into
Europe’ than in the previous ten
years”. This does not, to our minds,
indicate a change of heart by the
British government on the question
of European “unity”. The same
considerations which hitherto kept
Britain out of the E.E.C. (European
Economic Community) and resulted
in the creation of the outer-seven
block (EFTU) of nations as a kind
of economic counter-weight to the
Six, now determine the newly-found
interest in seeking membership of it.
in other words economic and politi
cal interests—but mainly the former
—are the yardstick of British policy
on the issue of the Common Market.
As the New York Times put it

EEC!

Business is good [in W estern EuropeJ.
D em and is expanding. Plants are opera
ting at fu ll blast. Surveys sh ow con clu 
sively that dem and w ill go on growing.
A nd thus outsiders— chiefly Am erican
and British— have decided that th ey can
not afford to stay out. M eanw hile, pro
gressive E uropean concerns them selves
m ust expand to preserve their share o f
th e m arket and reap the fruits o f grow 
ing dem and.

Undoubtedly the Government’s
economic advisers and Big Business
here are impressed by the statistics
which show that the biggest percent
age gain in trade last year was that
of Italy (33.2 per cent.) followed by
France (21.6 per cent.) West Ger
many expanded her exports by 16.8
per cent, and now has 19 per cent,
of the world’s export trade in manu-

THE MALTESE CROSS
'T ’HE Roman Catholic Church
|
which has its own agents in
practically every country in the
world is communism’s biggest single
competitor for the domination of
men’s minds.
Its opposition to communism
makes the Church an important ally
of the West today which gives it a
special status even in the United
States where, a generation ago, a
Catholic President would have been
inconceivable.
Very few people, with the excep
tion of the rabid anti-catholic protestant, think of the Church as a
political organisation, and yet it is
in the political field that it is seen at
its most authoritarian and wily.
Its alliance with Mussolini, an
avowed atheist, was not prompted
by a spiritual affinity (although the
infamous concord was followed by
Mussolini being blessed in St
Peter’s): its alliance with the fascist
dictator Franco followed naturally
from its age-old enmity towards
anything tainted with liberalism, and
assisted the dictator in establishing
his murderous regime.
Its authoritarianism is evident in
the directives which emit from the
Vatican threatening members of the
Church with excommunication if
they dare vote for any political party
frowned on by the Cnurch.
In Italy Catholics are forbidden
to vote tor any communist candi
date, but it is not only communists
who are on the index.
In Malta the political struggle

between the Malta Labour Party
and the opposition reached a climax
last Saturday when Roman Catholic
priests were instructed not to “give
absolution to people sympathising
with the Malta Labour Party and
its leader Mr. Dom Mintoff”.
fhe order also applies to:
parents who allow their children
o join the Labour Brigade and to
anyone reading, printing, selling,
distributing or advertising in Party
publications. Newsagents today re
fused to sell the publications.
In a televised programme a few
months ago a Malta Labour Party
spokesman said that Mintoff was a
.“good catholic”, but resented the
Church’s interference in politics.
This muy or may not be true, the
issue which concerns us is the auth
oritarian attitude of the Church,
which by playing on the supersti
tions of the people, tries to force
them into making political decisions
agreeable to the Church.
This ally of the “free world” has
little to learn from the tactics of
political tyrants whose only real
difference seems to be that they
obtain allegiance by threat of force
instead of spiritual deprivation.
The Catholic Church and the
Communist Party believe that they
alone have the right to decide what
people under their domination shall
do with their lives, in private and
in social matters.
It is true that the Church has no
militury power of its own, clearly it
does well enough without it.

Concentrating power
In few hands
factured goods compared with the
United States’ 22 per cent., the
United Kingdom’s 16 per cent, and
France’s 10 per cent. Percentages
for 1956 were 16, 25, 19, and 8
respectively. Thus France and Ger
many (and Italy and the Bene-Lux
countries) increased their share of
world trade at the expense of Britain
and the United States.
We refuse to join the chorus of
those who point an accusing finger
at the government for having missed
the boat by not joining at the be
ginning and cashing-in on the suc
cess story of the Common Market.
The earlier refusal to do so, and now
the new interest (but still the Gov
ernment refuses to commit itself),
indicates not so much a dithering
attitude by the government but yet
another proof that in economic mat
ters, at any rate, it is the mouthpiece
of large vested interests which on
the issue of the Common Market
have been strongly divided. Among
these interests must be included the
Commonwealth exporting countries
as well as the Trades Union Con
gress. Far from looking upon the
issue as one of ultimately establish
ing a United states of Europe, each
country which has joined the block
has done so in the belief that on
balance it would result in an im
provement in trade for itsell

affairs, of the opinion that “the
question of what were to be the re
lations of ourselves, the Common
wealth and the EFT A partners with
the new Europe [the EEC! was the
one great ' issue of our time” it
means that there is now a sufficiently
strong body of opinion among the
industrial and financial hierarchy in
favour of Britain’s entry to the EEC.
But what the Federation of British
Industries may think is in the inter
ests of the country is no guarantee
that it will be in the public interest.
Indeed our rule of thumb is that
what is good for the F.B.I. is bad
for the common-good!

The confused thinking on the
Common Market is revealed by the
ill-assorted collection of signatories
to the Statement issued by the Com
mon Market Campaign launched
last week in London under the
chairmanship of Lord Gladwyn.
This campaign organised on a “nonparty” basis aims at “persuading”
the government to come out into the
open as being in favour of member
ship of the EEC and to accept the
institutions of the Treaty of Rome
“after necessary consultation” with
the Commonwealth and the EFTA
(European Free Trade Association
—the outer seven bloc created by
Britain to counteract the Six and
which in the event, looks like being
If then the government is, in the a greater embarrassment to its
words of its spokesman, Mr. Heath, creator than to the Six!).
in the recent debate on foreign
Continued on page 4

'S H A L L w e d a n c e ?*

FREEDOM

THE RE-AWAKENING OF AFRICAN CULTURE

rhythmic African dances is untouched by
western psychological methods and the
ceremonies depicting life unfolding, be
coming fertile are simply about love. If
OR anyone who wishes to attain a full many forms that is the subject of the one compares the fertility dances of the
and deep understanding of Africa book, but first before we study the cul Afro-Cubans described in this book with
this is a vital and important book of tural achievements we look into the the ritual at a London strip joint one
very great value. Within the confines traditional African standards and values. can only come to one conclusion as to
of 250 pages with 16 plates the author, For an example of African religion the which is the manifestation of a sexually
a European, has covered a vast field in author turns to Haiti where Voodooism healthy society and which the manifesta
tion of a sexually sick and neurotic
an intelligent and scholarly manner is a mixture of different African cults society.
whilst presenting the whole with loving and an assimilation of certain Christian
In Cuba the author describes the
care and fond attachment For anyone influences. Jahn claims that “Voodoo
influence of the Spanish on the Afrointerested in anthropology, history, cul is not Christianized . . . but Christianity
Cuban poetry. “There has grown up,” he
tural developments and modern conflicts is voodooized, assimilated to the residualwrites, “perfect harmony between Span
African
religion/’
He
quotes
a
Haitian
for the African peoples this book must
ish language and African Rhythm,
scholar
Jean
Price-Mars
as
saying:
not be missed.
Spanish and African art, in a lyric
“Voodoo
is
a
religion
because
out
of
the
The introductory chapter sets the tone
poetry that can be grasped only by those
chaos
of
legends
and
distorted
fables
of the book where the problem of what
who hear it. The poems can be recited
we
can
extract
a
theology,
a
system
of
Jahn describes as the ‘'black souls in a
to a drum.” On this last point the Afri
white world*’ is squarely faced. Those concepts with the help of which our can, Leopold Senghor writes: “I insist
African
forbears
explained
in
primitive
coloured people who turn through a
that the poem is perfect only when it
sickness of the oppression in an alien fashion the natural phenomena—a sys becomes a song: words and music at
tem
which
laid
the
foundations
for
the
set of values to a stimulant an intoxi
once. It is time to stop the decay of
cant which is no less than a renaissance anarchistic faith on which the corrupt the modern world and especially the
Catholicism
of
the
mass
of
our
people
of African values and a re-birth which
decay of poetry. Poetry must find its
is termed neo-African culture. It is the rests.”
way back to its origins, to the time when
Throughout
the
description
of
Voodoo
expression which this culture takes in
it was sung and danced. As it was in
ceremony one is struck by the drama Greece, in Israel, above all in Egypt of
and theatrical quality of the religion,
the Pharoahs. And as it is still today
and also by the obviously sexual basis
in Black Africa.” One might add as it
of much of what is carried out in the
still is in the Blues and as it is being
form of religious ritual and rite. In
attempted in the jazz and poetry sessions
fact if only the truth of African religion
of Rexroth and others in America. In
were honestly faced, that much of it is
deed this line of creative development:
just a form of sexual kick—and a
dance, music, poetry all integrated to
damned good one by all accounts—then
gether in a rhythmical style seems very
this readers irritation at the mysticism
possible for future experimentation.
ANY book in print.
of
the
Voodoo
religion
would
disappear.
Also out-of-print books searched for
The chapter on African philosophy is
Unlike much European religion Voodoo
—and frequently found! This includes
ism is no substitute for sex and not the a most absorbing one, and to sum it up
paper-backs, children’s books and text
hooks. (Please supply publishers name result of a warped emotional develop in a few words is certainly beyond my
if possible).
ment; it is on out-and-out celebration of powers. However, one can say that it
sexual excitement. The way in which is about harmony and unity although as
the Loas (Gods) are “ridden*’ and Jahn tells us “Since it is a question of
N EW BO O KS
“mounted” is certainly sexually signifi an African and not a European philo
An African Treasury
cant and part of an invocation to the sophy, it is difficult to put it in terms of,
Langston Hughes 21/Assassination: the Death of
Loas cited below is certainly no more European concepts.” Jahn selects five
Sir Henry Wilson
(and no less!) than imploring the Loas works on African philosophy, one by a
Belgian monk, another by a French
Rex Taylor 25/for a good woman: —
ethnographer, a third by a North Ameri
George Orwell: Fugitive from the
“Atibon
Legba,
open
the
barrier
for
Camp of Victory
can actress and two by Africans, one
me,
Richard Rees 18/a sage unable to read or write and the
Papa Legba, open the barrier for me. other by an African scholar with a
Sociaiism in the Nuclear Age
Open the barrier, that I may enter.
J. Eaton 15/command of several European languages.
The Dry and Lawless Years
Voodoo Legba, open the barrier for The basic concepts of African philoJ. H. Lyle 18/me.
phy are found to be the same in each
Short Hlstorv of the Labour Party
When I return I shall salute the Loas. of these studies. As a concise and accu
H. PeUing 21/Voodoo Legba, open the barrier for rate account of the basic principles of
If This Be Treason
me.
African philosophy this section of the
£ . S. Sachs and H. Joseph 1QJ6
When I return, I shall thank the book alone makes the book quite invalu
Loas.
able.
REPR IN TS & C H E A P E D IT IO N S
A bobo!”
An intriguing chapter follows on the
The \ ' upshot Chronicle
As Jahn explains “Only at the cross “Magic Power of the Word”. “Nommo”
John Gheever 5/road (of the cross), where the human is the Bantu for Word and Jahn descri
The Slide Area
and divine axes meet, does contact with bes it as thus: “Nommo is water and the
Gavin Lambert 7/6
Selected Philosophical Works Vol. 1
the divinities take place. And this cross glow of fire and seed and word in one.
G. Piekhanov 21/road is guarded by Legba. In Haiti he Nommo, the life-force, is the fluid as
Flotsam
has the function of opening the barriers such, a unity of spiritual-physical fluid
E. M. Remarque 3/6
that separates men from the loas (divi ity, giving life to everything.” In the
Selected Poems
nities).”
portrayal of the ways of the African
T. S. Eliot 4/6
In the following chapter the meaning medicine man Jahn points out that the
Arch}** Life of Mehitabel
Don Marquis 5/of the dances again depict, though less healing of diseases is not so much a
Collected Essays
shadedly, the healthy sexuality of the matter of medicines as of the magic
George Orwell 30/African people. The ecstasies achieved word, the incantation, the “Nommo”.
Complete Works
in the dances have been described by This may sound unintelligible but I
Francis Villon 20/some Europeans as obscene but the rub think one can understand if not accept
The Un-American*
bing of thighs together, as the men and the attitude if we remember as Jahn says
Alvab Bessie 12/6
women do in some dances, and the final that “According to African philosophy
Selected Writing*
sensuality of ecstatic dances are both man has, by force of his word, dominion
Wilhelm Reich 60/sexually realistic and self-controlled. over ‘things’; he can change them, make
The psycho-therapeutic value of the them work for him, and command them.
SECOND-HAND
Orion Vol 2
Pritchett, Bowen, Strachey 3/6
The Life of Madame Roland
Madeleine ( lemeoccau Jaoquemarie 6/*
The Death of Yesterday
MEIN KAMJPJF ( C o n t in e n t a i t ,
Stephen Graham 4/*
T o tte n h a m C o u rt R oad)*
Backwaters, (W illiam Godwin, etc.)
John Gawswoth 8/6
'T~H£ blessed word about this film is
Stalingrad
- ‘authentic'. The main items are abundantly shows) the greater the neces
Theodor Plievier b/6
scene*
from the history of the Nazi sity that it should be so.
Harvest
Unfortunately Sjoberg (director) seems
Party and World War Jl, beginning with
Ych Tzu 2/6
the Kaiser's lev6e in 1914, and ending never to have studied his forebears in
Road to Survival
with the liberation of Auschwitz. Inter documentary, nor realised that the film
William Vogt 4/6
The Lost Peace
laced are photographs of the S.S. must be a form of art, if it is not merely
Harold Butler 4/leaders, personal documents of the Nazi to serve the uses of propaganda.
The Golden Ages s i H iiory (Scored)
leadei, as well as ‘hot’ because previously
In “ 1984”, it will be remembered, the
Joseph McCabe 10/unreleased shots from Warsaw ghettos documentary was the accepted form, in
Sparit of the Soviet Union (1041)
and private Nazi rallies that give the fact, it was doubtful whether any other
Intro. Lord Beaverbrook 2/6
film its notoriety. Far from authentic form of cinema existed. Note on 1961
The Disenchanted
i> the sound-track, which includes the audience reaction: of the middle-class,
Bud Schulberg 5/«
rolling of boards together (to imitate the mixed audience a few were moved, most
Social Service
goose-step), and a Hebrew Juliaby, in looked puzzled. There was only one
Louis E. Post 6/Change the World
congruously made to illustrate the burial man who seemed to enjoy it in true
Michael Gold 5/of Warsaw children's corpses.
Oceanic fashion, getting up from his seat
Revolt Against War
Now anyone but a complete illiterate and shouting ‘bloody bastard’ whenever
H. C. Engelbrecht 6/(or, possibly, a film director) would the pale face of the paranoid maniac
have asked the question whether it is (greatly enlarged) appeared on the screen.
possible to tell the story of Nazism To approve his reactions, would have
objectively. It isn't. No episode from meant approving of the ‘myth*, and it is
(Open 2 pan.—5.30 p.m. dally;
the history of the world involving so as a mythical writer that Mr. Sjdbcrg
10 sjd .—I p.m. Thursdays;
many millions of people can be told must be approached.
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays).
objectively. What is the solution? The
This myth is the notion that Evil can
17a MAXWELL ROAD
answer is artistic unity. In other words, be completely personified in one living
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736 historical filming is subject, like any person, or persons. In “Mein Kampf”
novel or play, to the canons of art. And it almost convinces: the rise of the
the greater the subject (as Eisenstein Brownshirts in Bavaria, the induction of
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of Africa in it and he deals efficiently j
with the myth that the Blues are Pre"
dominantly sad. As he shows “^ e . 6
them mocking, sarcastic tragLc0fI1!cJ
tragic, dramatic, and accusing
crudely humorous.” They are *in faffl
often rebellious songs of protest a iT
But to command things with words is to personal experience is not dwelt updi
practise ‘magic’. And to practise word as such and practically no self-nitv - r®
magic is to write poetry—that holds not be found—rather a typical experiL lj
only in Africa. Thus African philosophy all those rejected by society js : -L
ascribes to the word a significance which about and the singer is but a
it has also in many other cultures, but from the community.
there in poetry only/5' Within this same
The rebellion of the uncompromisj
chapter the author deals with the influ anarchist is defiantly sung:
ences of Nigritude on Surrealism and
“I’d rather drink muddy water, sle|
Expressionism. What emerges is that
in a hollow log,
African culture must be judged indepen
dan to stay in dis
dently of European culture, and should
town, treated like a dirty dog.” j
be seen within the concepts of African And as Langston Hughes writes:
philosophy. That neo-African culture
“To keep from cryin’ I opens*
had a great influence on European styles
mouth an’ laughs.”
such as surrealism and expressionism is
No wonder it is that so many anal
undoubted but neo-African culture has
chists are able to identify themsel\|
a separate identity and is African in
with this assertion of human dignity Janfl
tradition. However as Jahn explains
victory over “civilised man”.
“Naturally, authors like Cesaire also
The conflict of the African wij
belong to French literary history.”
“Civilisation” is excellently portrayed!
There follows a chapter on African all its tearing agony by the GhanajJ
Style in Image and Form, in Rhythm, in poet Dei-Anang:
Masks and in what Jahn describes as the
■“Here we stand—
New Art. By this he means those Afri
poised between two civilisations
cans who have returned to their origins
Backward? To days of drums
and are growing independently. Such
And festal dances in the shade
men as Ben Enwounu who have found
Of sun-kist palms.
a way to neo-African expression in Art.
Or forward?
In this category are some European
Forward!
artists and Picasso’s women of Avignon,
Toward?
the figures of Kirchner, Brancusi and
The slums, where man is dump!
Modigliani are cited as examples. Paul
upon man . . .
Klee is an outstanding example of a man
The factory
close on the track of the nature of
To grind hard hours
African artistic creation.
In an inhuman mill
The next chapter deals with the his
In one long ceaseless spell?”
tory of African Literature. This includes And this is echoed by the Niger!
both assessments of and extracts from poetess Mabel Imoukhuede:
“I’m tired
the most important African writers such
I’m tired of hanging in the midj
as Amos Tutuola, Peter Abrahams, Ame
way
Oesaire, Leopold Senghor and Thomas
—but where can I go?”
Mofole and also of Afro-Americans such
Aime Cesaire expresses the same j t j
as Richard Wright and Langston Hughes.
The African tradition is traced in the of conflict in a different setting asT
writings of the Afro-Americans although writes of the European:
“ . . . my heart, preserve me fro m
differences are emphasised, such as the
hatred,
“split personality” characteristic of Afrodo not make of me that man of h]
Americans. Langston Hughes is a par
for whom I have but hate
ticularly interesting writer who in his
you know that it is not through iifl
‘blues style’ poetry has evenly balanced
of other races
the two elements, the African and the
that I make myself a digger.”' 1
American. Richard Wright on the other
Paul Niger, from Guadeloupe, ask^
hand is only a man of Western culture.
The lyric poetry of the Afro-Cubans is the future that “A new rhythm will peaM
considered briefly and the modern trate the world, an unknown colour w fl
writers in the new African tradition of settle in the rainbow.” As Jahn write*
rediscovery are succintly covered. Tutu “The Africans could become ’blaci
ola is cited as the purest expression of Europeans’ if they wished. But they d l
neo-African prose, as Jahn writes: “He not want to do so, as their represeittaj
does not try to take issue with the tives unanimously insist” But wl
vhichi
western world; he simply borrows the representatives are these? They may
necessary materials which he assimilates the cultural representatives but are they!
into his own purely African world.” leading the young Africans or are the!
Summing up his survey of literature in politicals like Nkrumah, Banda, MboyaJ
Africa Jahn concludes on this very en etc.? |
couraging note which says much for the
However this may be, of all the!
determination of creative Africans:
abysmal crap that is heaped on us today,
“Surveying the fifty years of African of all the rubbish, hatred, neurosis, con
literature, we may may that it began fusion and guilt there can be said after
with the rejection of the African tradi reading this book as we put it alongside
tion and the emphasis on Christianity, Facing Mount Kenya and Old Africa
but turned further and further away Re-Discovered, that something good and
from Christianity, and has now returned beautiful has come from the struggle for
to an African way of thinking.”
independence in Africa, at least some
The final chapter deals with residual freedom has been attained, at least some
African elements in North America, thing has resulted from the foul colonial
mainly the Blues, and with the conflict system disappearing. There has been
of cultures that both the Afro-Americans a re-awakening of African culture and
and the Africans are facing. Jahn pro this will surely be the first of many more
vides much evidence to show that the books that will be written on this sub
R.J.W.
Negro Blues music and singing has much ject in the future.

■CINEMA

THE NATIONALIST FALLACY

Freedom Bookshop

A. H. (Goldstein) to the Chancellorship,
the mass meetings, the Himmlerian deathsquadrons, the massed ranks of Hitler
youth, from Frisia, Silesia, Thuringia—
there is no lack of material. After all,
the Nazi^ themselves were myth-makers
(who turned their myth into reality), so
that Sjo berg could hardly go wrong.
To say that this is history rewritten
by the victors is not to approve of
Nazism. So that any current Fascists
who chance to read this article need not
pat themselves on the back. It is to dis
approve of the myth itself, the collective
lie that what is evil for the individual
becomes good when millions are doing
it. And the florid face of the (mous
tached, or cigar-smoking) maniac be
comes as hideous in the light of this lie
as any Austrian social misfit.
It might be a good thing to have a
film story of Hitler, as carefully and
faithfully composed as Alan Bullock's
biography. It might. Judging by the
emotions involved, this film is probably
better left unmade. It would be better
to document the spiritual corruption of
a nation, with crowd scenes, anony

mously, as Eisenstein documented the
Russian revolution. But what company
would script such a film, what group (in
the era of the neo-Nazi alliance) would
finance it?
No, the real interest behind the history
of the 'thirties (which is ‘our' inglorious
epoch as well as 'theirs', the one valid
point this film rather feebly makes) is to
trace the rise of the nationalist fallacy
and its consequent effect on one life, or
a few lives, the only way it can be done.
And who has done this? Not even
Sartre (though he points the way), not
even Pasternak.
Incidentally, has no one thought of
making a film of the U.S. military
scene? The napalm victims in Korea,
the deportees from Bikini, the “Golden
Dragon”? Then the Soviet Union, and
so to the Tibetans under Chinese occu
pation, the Nagas under Nehru, and even
our glorious ally Portugal? The whole
thing could be run serially, or mounted
as a kind of permanent World Exhibition
in Brussels. That would be worth quite
a few convertible sterling to go and see.
Arthur F oote,

Ihe [nil of Hollywood P

ft I
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HiASTRO S MISTAKE
Continued from page I

BRoosevelt declaring that he wanted
gmotber two million Germans to be
■plied before any cease fire were
Ipgreed: and the obliging Churchill
l ^ ^ h g i t ' clear that he wouldn’t
y n d in the way of his old friend’s
jShes. Remember Truman’s re
mark that he had not spent a sleepJ g s night over his order to atoro* o m b the civilian population of
.[Nagasaki and Hiroshima. “ It had
T ortened the war” was the excuse
it even if this were true, the fact
^mains that some hundreds of
pusands of civilians were consider~F“expendible commodities” in the
Jcumstances. The French and the
Irish and the Portuguese have
1 |d hundreds of thousands of
juslims and Africans to maintain
privilege of the white minorities
Sieving that in this way other
Olives would be deterred from
jating for their rights. During
Kenya “troubles” more than
| Kikuyus were publicly hanged
^ h e British authorities; the French
■Algeria resorted to torture of the
St disgusting nature not only
Tnst Muslims but against Frenchji who sided with them against
[“colons”. And now in Angola
Portuguese have a plan to exter

minate tens of thousands of An
golans as an example to the others.
But does one need to add to the
sordid catalogue of the “expendibility” of human lives where govern
ments are concerned?
To compare Castro’s contempt for
human life when he offers to ex
change two prisoners for one tractor
with that of the democratic and
totalitarian governments of the world
indicates the degree of hysteria that
can invade even the sober columns
of the New York T im es ! Indeed
that journal goes so far as to com
pare the Castro offer with “the Hit
lerite regime’s offer during World
War II to trade Hungarian Jews for
trucks”. It only takes a little
thought to realise that there is no
comparison between the two situa
tions. But since the comparison has
been made one should mention that
not only did the Germans treat the
Hungarian Jews as expendible com
modities but so to did the Allied
governments in refusing even to
consider the offer (see Advocate for
the Dead). Or should one put it
this way: that in the circumstances
they considered one truck was more
valuable than the lives of one hun
dred Jews; that the trucks were not
expendible commodities.

Ill appeal to imagination!
■TE hope we have made it clear
■ that we think no “democratic”
■eminent or its supporting press
■ any right to take a holier than
K u attitude to Castro’s exchange
Jfier. But we must also make it
clear that far from considering
P astro ’s “gesture” worthy of our
support we think it should be de
nounced by all libertarians, support
ers as well as opponents of the
regime in Cuba. When the invasion
took place the regime and its sup
porters had a right to defend them
selves; they captured 1,200 of the
invaders. We believe they were
entitled to disarm them and detain
them under reasonable conditions,
certainly until the fighting endedAccording to the Sew York Times
they also rounded up some 200,000
Cubans “suspected of disloyalty”. If
true, it is a considerable opposition,
and it is surprising, in the circum
stances. that the invaders received so
little support. (Perhaps it is not
true that 200.000 were rounded-up?)

On the whole one is tempted to
view the “prisoners for tractors”
proposals as a gesture which has
misfired. That he asked for trac
tors and not guns must, we think,
be viewed not as an indication that
he is a realist pure and simple (the
U.S. government could not possibly
agree to a Guns for Freedom cam
paign, but could be expected, and
has in fact, agreed to tractors) but
that tractors are a symbol of peace
as well as badly needed instruments
in the development of Cuba’s new
economy. His gesture misfired be
cause as we have shown, the Ameri
can press with a complete lack of
objectivity overlooked the fact that
had such an invasion been directed
against the American coast by, say,
a group of American communists,
operating from Cuba those captured
would probably have been tried and
executed; certainly they would not
have been traded to Cuba for ten
bags of sugar per prisoner. But that
Castro takes steps to defend his
regime from the invaders is itself a
crime in the eyes of these freedomloving, law-abiding Americans.

However having
successfully
crushed the American-inspired and
financed invasion Castro was left
To our minds if Castro has confi
with 1,200 defeated opponents on
his hands. He says that he has dence in the people-in-arms he
armed the people in Cuba to defend should have released his prisoners
themselves from those who seek to and then directed an appeal to those
destroy the new order. Would the American people who would have
liberation of these 1,200 unarmed understood the significance of his
opponents (who would also be given action, to send tractors not armed
the choice of exile to Miami) among men to Cuba. And we believe that
the people represent even a minor there would have been enough
threat to the regime or to the people- imaginative people in that country
in-arms? If the answer is that it to appreciate the point and to uct.
would, then one must conclude that
the people are not armed or arc
not in sympathy with the Castro
regime. We personally believe, with
It is now too late and what is
out being supporters of the Castro done cannot be changed. But it is
tdgime. that Castro enjoys a very never too late to rectify a mistake.
large measure of popular support Castro should now declare that he
and has no need to fear the conse will liberate the prisoners uncondi
quences of liberating his opponents tionally, giving them the choice of
'from detention. (After all his “ex staying in the country or returning
change” offer gives them an oppor to the United States. He will do
tunity to prepare for another in his cause more good than unything
vasion.
he can do with those 500 tractors.

J^TEARLY fifty years after the scene is
“In 1912 Jesse Lasky went into partner
In Tribune (April 28th) is a rather
all confusion but the emergent fact ship with his brother-in-law Goldfish written-up account of co-operative enter
(underlined by Dwight McDonald in a (later Goldwyn) and a young man called prise in Leytonstone where the State
recent lecture at the American Library) Cecil B. De Mille, and arrived in Holly Cinema has turned itself into a Club
is that Hollywood is on the way out. wood with about twenty-five thousand . and Film Society which sells shares to
The sunny climate of California was as dollars and some big ideas. The Jesse its members. It needs to raise £5,000,
much a necessity to the new American L. Lasky Feature Play Company had de it only retains four paid employees, the
film as the streams of Lancashire were cided to start off boldly by filming a rest of the work is carried out by volun
necessary for power to the new cotton stage hit of the day, The Squaw Man. teers from members.
mills. The provision of indoor lighting Five thousand dollars went to Dustin
This seems, to be a fragment from the
like the provision of new forms of power Farnum as star, five thousand for the ruins of many ‘locals’ which have had
made decentralization a possibility but film rights and the rest was spent on to close. It may be possible to form
only financial catastrophe made it com production. The firm did not have small co-operatives like this for your
pulsory. As Dwight MacDonald said enough money to establish itself in Los local cinema. Meanwhile Mr. Hooper
making American films in Hollywood Angeles, but had to be content with a of the State Cinema, High Road, Leyton
is like making British films in Tangan- barn in a miserable district on the out stone, London, E .ll needs 1,500 to 2,000
ika; Hollywood is nearly as far removed skirts where no respectable producer patrons per week. Can this be guaran
from the cultural centres.
would have been found dead. This dis teed for any local cinema?
Laski and Goldfish would not compre mal place ■was called Hollywood."
The high operating costs of the mam
hend the modern pattern of the cinema.
“History of the Film”,
moth cinema speak its doom and the
The leading films made by Swedes, Jap
smaller cost non-Hollywood film is a
Bardeche and Brasillach.
anese (a Japanese ‘Western’ The Hidden
welcome product since it helps to keep
Fortress repays the compliment of ihe
down the overheads. The vanishing of
American western adapted from the
the unsuitable newsreel, has unfortun
Japanese The Magnificent Seven) and would be ‘unconstructive and reaction ately been followed by the growth of
Indians; the return of the subtitle and ary’; what most people meant by ‘con advertising transplants from television,
the monstrosity of dubbing; the rise of structive criticism’ was ‘favourable com but the doom of the second-feature is a
the amateur and near amateur low-bud ment’. ' In the same way anarchists have long time coming.
We see that the fragments left are all
get film (Come Back Africa, The Savage been accused of being destructive and
Eye, The Day—made by Peter Finch— the Bakunin cliche ‘the impulse to des indications of the success of small-scale
Circus at Clopton Hall); the closing of troy is also a creative impulse’, carries quality projects and the failure of the
gigantic commercial empires:
many cinemas, their conversion into no conviction to the unconvicted.
T h e en d o f H o lly w o o d m a y be a be
bowling alleys or warehouses, or as with
What constructive demolition can we
the Empire, Leicester Square, its conver do? Looking round this decline and g in n in g o f th e film a s art. W h en th ose
sion into good-site value plus a small fall of the Rank Empire (from Odeon to g ig e n tic p o te n tia lities for th e c u ltiv a tio n
economic cinema; the exploitation of odious to odium) gazing at the stumps o f h u m a n sen sib ility and aw aren ess w ill
forbidden themes—sex, horror, politics, of Ozymandius Lasky what fragments b e released ,, lik e a sleep in g princess
a ro u sed fr o m th e slu m b er in to w h ic h sh e
pacifism and anarchism for example can we shore against the ruin?
J.R .
Some fragments are salvagable but fe ll a b o u t 1921.
Clement’s Quelle Joie de Vivre, now
without
demolition
we
cannot
even
use
showing at Cannes; attempts to start a
co-operative cinema, as well as ‘off-beat’ those fragments. Many of the joists and
clubs; the importance of ice-cream, pop corner stones of the temple are wormcorn and advertising films in cinema eaten and cracked and unusable but we
economy; the collapse of ‘fan’ maga can assess what must be done from what
zines; the ‘block-buster’ of Cinerama, is being done.
colour and stereophonic sound; the van
The monopoly control of Hollywood
ishing of three-D; the revivals and re jo i j j o m § stj u q y sqj. 'psqsuad s e q
makes (biggest box office biz:— Ben art can be produced in all countries.
Hur); the films made abroad with mixed The giganticism of technical proficiency
D IR EC T A C T IO N , N EW LEFT,
nationality cast; the ‘Classics’ and art- is no criterion to the making of good
houses; the growth of the cinema as a films. We have seen how poor nations
A N A R C H IS M
minority art form rather than as a mass- (Germany and Russia in the ’twenties,
entertainment; the sinister shadow of Italy in the late ’forties, India today) D ear F riends ,
TV (business men like Lasky and Gold have made excellent films not in spite
Says P,H.. “ Although there is no
fish would appreciate the typical re of, but because of, poverty. Every inch ‘formal’ anarchist movement . . . there is
sponse ‘if you Can’t beat them make of celluloid had to count, professional a conscious one and the more . . . anar
money out of them’), the showing of old actors needed salaries, studio sets were chist ideas are . . . accepted the better
films on TV, the showing of TV films too expensive. The growth of montage chance for Direct Action to . . . find its
at cinemas as second feature quickies; and Italian realism owe more to poverty feet.”
the desperate attempts to get in audi than to Marxist dialectics or Stanislav
True—and there is no chance—abso
ences, the late-night shows, the topical sky.
lutely no chance—for the widespread
cash-in (e.g. Eichmann) all this labrynth
The financial tycoons of Hollywood rejection of the putative progressive
tangled up from the humble beginnings have spurred the actor into becoming an Labour Party to find expression electorin the Los Angeles suburb in 1912.
independent producer and the lower ally except through independent candi
*
P
*
labour costs in Europe have sent him dates dedicated to action; action that will
Dwight MacDonald gave it as his farther afield for his mighty spectacle. eventually result in “the withering away
opinion that the ’twenties and ’thirties The Emperor of Costing has turned his of the state” to the utmost possible de
gree. Party rule is merely another name
were Hollywood’s best years and Holly thumb down on the Culver City lion.
Even the cine-camera has found its for tyranny—a glance at any newspaper
wood film-makers were not artists but
reporting of party dr government mach
craftsmen. Hollywood films were under way as status symbol into many homes.
inations (apt word) demonstrates this to
(The
Easter
marches
provided
much
felt. Ben Hur he claimed was the worst
all except those who won’t see. If you
film ever, even the chariot race was a moving fodder for home movies better have no independent candidate, don’t
flop. Oscars were awarded to techni by far than father on the beach, or vote at all! This ‘goes’ for borough
cians which is why Ben Hur won baby’s first steps), side by side with this council elections, of course!
the amateur movie makers have become
sc- many. In the year that Wild
B. C ecil Bev is .
more proficient. The rigor mortis of pro Southampton.
Strawberries was nominated for an Oscar,
Pillow Talk actually won it. Dwight fessionalism has not touched them. A
recent programme at the National Film
MacDonald’s lecture was in the nature Theatre was full of works of love.
P R O P A G A N D A IN H A M PSTEA D
of an obituary for Hollywood delivered Circus at Clopton Hall was an excusion
D
ear C omrades ,
in what seemed to be a semi-official capa into the world of children with the
The off-centre discussion group in
city in the undertaker’s parlour (or Reichian A. S. Neill understanding of
should one say mortician’s?) of the lec a William Steig drawing of the spontan Hampstead has decided to make an
ture room of the new American Library eous self-amusement of children. Man attempt at propaganda among the Hamp
under the double-breasted eagle in Gros- of Rope, a reconstruction of Ballad of stead CND.
The meeting at 148a Fellows Road,
venor Square. Speaking before tastefully Reading Jail, eloquent in its silence
draped U.S. and U.K. flags he took over against capital punishment, Michael, a re N.W.3. on June 15th will be an informal
the revolutionary fervour of ex-editor construction of the life of a Mongoloid public meeting advertised in the local
of Politics into his new job of cinema child i the only flop d'esteem to my mind press, with some such title as “Practical
critic to Esquire and a thorough art job in this programme was The Choice, a film Action Against the Bomb”. We would
welcome the support of comrades, espec
hi made of it.
in colour of a ballet with a background
After a quick review of the history of of a modern school. The irritating thing ially local residents, at this meeting.
Nearest Tube station: Swiss Cottage.
the American film, Dwight MacDonald about this was its perfection and techni
cited Rudolph Arnheim in Film as Art cal proficiency. The others had in them London, N.W.3.
L.M.R., P.T., D.R.
as saying that “every engineering im love, this like the Hollywood product
provement was an artistic step back it aped, had merely machinery.
ward”, For Hollywood the tlrst down
£
*
♦
TH E R EIC H SE LEC T E D W R IT IN G S
hill step was the ‘talkie* which lost the
The film as mass-entertainment has D ear E ditor,
essence of cinema (in movement) and
Thank you for Arthur W. Uloth’s
tended to bring back the photographed perished. Its place has been taken by
stage play. Colour, according to Dwight the idiot's lantern, turnip-head, goggle review of the Selected Writings by Reich.
May I make one comment as he judges
MacDonald was only suitable for spec box, television which has captured the
tacular films and in any case Soviet films middle-brows with BBC and the lowest The Murder of Christ having only read
had the best colour, which, it was with ITV. That only leaves the high the brief excerpt from this large and
claimed, they captured from the Ger brows and they're no mass market. So great work?
It does not suffer in any but the
mans. Improvements in photography we have the proliferation of film socie
ties, a National Film Theatre, innumer slightest way from Reich’s political irremade for detail which made for chaos
For comparison one should see Victor able ‘classics' or as they are called in levancies. As it is, otherwise, penetrat
ian photography which made everything America with a suitable sneer ‘art- ing in the extreme, original and pro
count. They only had one plate and houses'. This fortifies the makers of the found, sensitive and sensuous, let no
one shot which had to be good. Mil better-class films and emboldens man man be put off by Mr. Uloth’s judgment*
lions of feet of film were discarded in agements who find it is not necessary admittedly based on a tiny fragment
Hollywood to get what seemed to look to insult the public's intelligence to get He might miss the greatest book of his
them into the cinema. Like a man under life.
right.
Dwight MacDonald had previously de sentence of death, the cinema has be
Yours sincerely,
clared that his criticism of Hollywood come bold in its behaviour and thought. Nottingham, May 20.
P aul R itter .
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Dear Comkadrs.
It's depressing to find the F reedom
(Mty 20) review o f my magazine adopt
ing the standpoint o f the enlightened
realist, who wants everything cut down
to size for so-called communicability.
“Comment and criticism" are obviously
more entertaining for such—to my mind,
sedentary thinkers, and obviously N e w
D epartures does not cater for them. The
only large-scale outlet for experimental
work in the arts, it suffers for its unique
ness. England seems unable to rid her
self of the stock responses, bred by daily
insulation, which just w ill not do—
insists on taking refuge in obsolete classi
fication systems and', as N.W, points out,
rarely goes so far as to translate a va n tgarde, to concede that it might mean
something.
Criticism, however, is OK—it rein
forces the league table conception o f art.
spawns only more criticism and doesn't
oblige its imbibers to look at new things
a new way. N.W .’s is the “what are we
to make of it" angle; no wonder then,
that he misses the point o f Ionesco's
play, the palindromes, etc., which is pre
cisely to demonstrate the vicious circle
of sense-making— but not as Proof; the
pure circular form is enjoyed for itself,
as in “Finnegan's Wake'". “Ulysses”
interests N.W. more because of its builtin guide to readers. But artists have
always taken pains to please the senses
rather than to make sense— a purpose
exposed by Kurt Schwitters: “Oh dear,
the making of sense, the intellectual
M oo: I play off sense against nonsense,
I prefer nonsense, but that is a purely
personal affair. I am sorry for the non
sense, because up to now it has so sel
dom been artistically moulded" . . .
N.W. asks coyly “is it just that I
don't dig. am 'square'?"—fraudulently,
because he avoids otherwise mentioning
the importance o f jazz in our cred o :
“through college windows taking off the
world's words— BOP people take new
departures. N ow more than ever you
should move with the times but not
necessarily in step" (my preferred defi
nition o f avant-garde—which I notice
A N A R CH Y has now taken up as a
slogan). Points o f departure arising front
jazz are, if you have to ask you ain’t
got it (rhythm, whatever), the man who's
blowing can't be analysing his improvis
ation at the same time, to improvise you
must be self taught.

rbrdom

LETTER

You gotta depart man
I would submit that N.W. certainly
doesn't dig poetry, whose language lives
on, as said— “in a different mode of
existence. It has assumed value, but at
the expense o f its definite meaning. It
has created the need to be heard again."
Poetry is not distinguished by its quality
of “saying something” which is equally
well said by a critic in other words.
Robert Creeley knows “The poem is
not a signboard, pointing to a content
ultimately to be regarded; but is, on the
contrary, a form inhabited by intelligence
and feeling. It is the way a poem speaks,
not the matter, that proves its effect, and
although this is an old insistence, it is
one hard at times to remember when a
great variety o f desperations want a
solution, a content capable o f relief.”
N ot everything in the world can be
reduced to “cultural affairs”, “social
affairs” and like subdivisions, not every
thing can be turned to practical disad
vantage.
The criterion shouldn't be “What use
ful direction does this poem point?”
“What's this music trying to say?” “This
painting is meaningless”— to each its
own language, in which its communi
cability may be felt though not assumed.

N.W. observes that Helms* text
typewritten, that Cage's music is for
p ia n o : but the one is doodling, the other
psychotic. At this point William Carlos
Williams’ perceptions on the first critics
of “Finnegan” are salutary: “British
criticism is built upon the exigencies of
the local literary structure and relates
primarily thereto. Afterwards it may
turn to the appraisal o f heterodox and
foreign works. But if these are in
nature disruptive to the first, the critic
ism will be found to be defensive, to
preserve its origins. Forward is the new.
It will not be blamed. It will not force
itself into what amounts to paralysing
restrictions. It cannot be correct. It
hasn’t time. It has that which is beyond
measurement, which renders measure
ment a falsification, since the energy is
showing itself as recrudescent. the mea
surement being the aftermath o f each
new outburst.” The most popular mea
surement these days derives from psycho
logical categories, and so Alvarez in The
Observer, hard put to classify Ginsberg's
“Kaddish” as either ‘prose' or ‘Verse',
designates it “good psychotherapy” : and
so N.W., though why “psychotic” Cage
is bad but Paul Ableman's “schizoid

EFFECTS OF EEC, 6 & 7

Mtnfsetta’fi of th# >iig|
and aspirations of .
TWs part of the ana
Instinctive practise
artists; the ttunikHn
bringing them to
ot pfrtfeervt world-vahi
pari hulcr- but ibsse
levant to the new «
are daily discovered
N tf - “the in firth
and aspirations" • a b catri in ^
one direction and
VtopiM we'fi rr* &tog Un fg
Olympus tcbazew, N.W/# Mkm Hr
editorial cdftstiitrtes r p*fty liffg te
th« contriHuWf thotiW akllfeff j
refit to mg; rwrf am I flattwad km
regard h i t i “delefic®' II * ®
lead# id warn Otf rtiufer tb* ***** 3

piece'’ good f cannot fathom. But all
too clearly, reference to the e«taMi<ih£d
order, adjustment theory is bound ta
prefer Silkin, Mitchell and Feathvraton
to
Kerouac, Corso and Ginsberg
(beat her stem's urbane cynicism was de
liberately set off on the page against
Ginsberg's
transcendental mysticism),
bound to prefer beat theory to beat
poetry, criticism to creation on all level*
Away—away— from this kind of bond
age and predictability, which is only pos
sible on account of competition and
money. In this context o f pop labelitis
the question “Like where to, Man?” in
vitas only the facetious counter—which
James Dean lived and died for, “If you
gotta go, you gotta go,” You can't know
your destination before taking a truly
new departure—you can only create one
for yourself.
Away there, away now.
each artist his own. in the only war that
matters, with Picasso—to combat dark
ness.
Darkness maintained by all who bandy
labels, preferring to group artists and
discuss their work in political terms—
without realising that the natural incite
nation of an artist (and this applies p ar
ticularly to the N ew Departureg contri
butors) is towards an ordered anarchy.
But without betraying it into an 'ism':
in Anarchy 3 the Brittannica definition
is given as “a principle or theory o f life
and conduct under which society is con
ceived without government . . . for the

tsui review trtny b« ootvH deted (Rd 1

bound* to hfe uniform ravjjKmwr, ** w |
better cJKtard H before fcdftf fu /tfll
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Blake'* questioner, alwayt awfc
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contributor follow* hi* own ordy d tff
tion—that indicated by the tendency 1
hi* work, and not made to mca*ufM
public. If eoffftfflUftfiitioft entail* 1
more than meeting the reader M fw i
supplying your own caption* and iim
lating hit expectation*^ how fa
valid by l it own originality and
ever communicated? It martt* to ,8
that communication M 'uoderttood' I
public matlur button marton' and I
N.W. refuae* to be raped trnic*# N
assured H*» going to be fun, wrtffl
elaborate apparatus of concormfanfl
plantation# and apologia* thrown m A l
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in N ew Departures. Surety he kit
freedom provoke* diver*fty, and #
tity preserve* freedom Our wide f t |
through the arte make* criticism t
the whole thing fa teen in p#
imagine that “British trade unionists dant;
five if we bear in mind that critic m
may well lose all the bargaining ad ultimate abomination in “ WaitiflfH
vantages they now derive from full Godot”—consequent on abortion, ■
employment” as a result of having
Your* faithfully, 1
a “pool of unemployed to draw on London. W A > Miompj HtmtrVH/M
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Continued from page I that of Beaverbrook who had been
Agricultural supports as well as reprinting as an advertisement in the
Commonwealth and EFTA relation nation’s Press the Opinion that ap
ships were the “difficult problems” peared in the Daily Express of what
that had to “and could, we believe happens “If we go in”. It is short
—in Italy for example”. The mod
be solved in negotiations”. But and worth reprinting here:
negotiations were only possible if
Britom beware. The propaganda cam em industrialist is interested in en
paign to push this country into the Euro suring that the worker enjoys a high
we first declare our willingness, subject
standard of living. One of the LONDON
pean Common Market is being driven
to their successful outcome, to join the
forward with vigour and cunning. Power
major “problems” in Western
European Econom ic Community — a
Europe today is “over expansion”
community in which no one nation will ful interests stand to benefit from a tie
up with Europe.
ultimately have the power o f veto.
which results in production increas ANARCHIST GROUft
D o not be bounced into helping the
U nless we make this attempt. Europe,
ing at a faster rate than “demand”, CENTRAL MEETINGS
financiers and industrialists who are w ill
already split by the Iron Curtain, will
and as the N. Y. Times expressed
ing
to sacrifice agriculture at home to
be still further divided; for her part,
the results: “Then the contest be Every .Sunday at 7.30 pm ai
promote markets for their products
Britain w ill be in increasing danger o f
gins, prices are shaded, and profit The Swan, Cosm o Place,
abroad.
becoming a backwater, both politically
Row WC1
margins take the consequences”. Southampton
For
the
people,
the
Common
Market
and econom ically. If. however, the nego
(Holbein# Russell Sq Stna)
means
higher
living
costs
and
higher
un
Thus
in
spite
of
increased
demand
tiations succeed, we shall become part
4. John Pilgrim: Softg# id b o c 3
employment.
for oil and chemicals, profits are JUNE
o f a dynamic new power. ! ! 1
(Illustrated by G r a m o p b t^
Hard times for the many to provide
down. No, we are not worried Significance
Records)
The Common Market Campaign rich pickings for the few.
about competition from the unem AH Welcome.
WEEKS 20 AND 21
may well be non-party but its
A trenchant criticism of the capi ployed labourers of Sicily: the Com Liquid refre*bnnent available.
economic
approach
is
coloured
by
£420
Deficit on 'Freedom'
mon Market may well be instru
the Russian bogey, the old, old poli talist system, all the more valuable
Contributions received
£403 tical story of the need to unite to coming from one of the citadels of mental in raising their standards.
What we do think however is that OFF-CENTRE
DEFICIT
£17 defend ourselves from the current capitalism! As if agriculture had
not long ago been sacrificed to In there will be an ever greater concen
menace to all our “cherished demo dustry and markets. If in this tration of real power in fewer hands DISCUSSION MEETINGS
May 15 th to May 27
cratic values”. It is not surprising country agriculture is allowed to and the working man will be even 1st Thursday o f each month at 8 p.m. at j
Stockholm: O .H . 3/-; London, W .4: J.H .
therefore to find in the first list of survive at all it is only because it is more at the mercy of an industrial Jack and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Staintoo <
7/11; Wolverhampton: J .G .L ■
* 2/6; Woldingham: F.B.* 10/-; Newcastle, N.S.W .: B.C.
signatories, Donald Soper rubbing still looked upon as a necessary part machine which may well provide all R oad, Enfield, Middx.
1/8: Glasgow: J.H . 1/6; Lincoln: A.R.B.
shoulders
with Sir Eric Bowater, of the “Defence” programme. To the necessities of life in abundance Last Wednesday o f each month at 8 p.m,
7/6; London: Anon. 2/-; Dundee: A.S.L.R.
Professor Ayer surrounded by re this extent home agriculture will but which in the process has re at D orothy Barasi’s, 45 Twyford Avenue,
1/6: Santiago, Chile: L D . 1/10; Hyde Park:
tired Field Marshals and Air Mar continue to be subsidised and there moved the environment in which Fortis Green, N .2.
Sympathiser 3/-: London, N.W .3: P. & G.T.*
1st Wednesday o f each month at 8 p.m,
5/-: Peterborough: A.W . 9/-; Leeds: G . L
shals (who are probably chairmen is no reason to believe that the Six human beings can be human and at
Colin Ward's, 33 EJlerby Street,
3/-; Stockholm: O .H . 5/-; Minneapolis: D.S.
of
large
industrial
concerns).
We
“alive”.
Fulham,
S.WA.
will
consider
agreement
to
this
an
13/-; Boston: L.M. 2/8; Glasgow: J.H .* 1/8;
would say that the support so far obstacle to Britain’s admission. But
Glasgow: M .W.K.* 5/-; Albany: T.G.
Surely there will be little to 3rd Thursday of each month at 8 p.ffl. at
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